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Kate Dabbler
Rob Denson adapts a classic for the difficult middle-dropper position

I WONDER why we bother. To experiment, 
that is, at the vice and on the water in 
pursuit of the holy grail of colour 
combinations. In terms of wet-flies and 
wild brown trout, that score was taken care 
of many moons ago: black and silver. Is it 

any coincidence that three of the greatest, if not the 
greatest wet-flies ever devised – Black Pennell, Bibio, 
Kate McLaren – feature black and silver as their 
base? It has to be said, though, that all of these 
legendary flies have done more than their fair share 
of damage when it comes to rainbow trout, sea-trout 
and salmon, too. The theme occurs again and again, 
wherever you look, with some 
distinguished and reliable fish-
catchers among them: Viva, Ace 
of Spades, Dr Bell’s Buzzer, 
Butcher, Zulu – the list goes on. 

We tyers love to reinvent the  
wheel, though, and I’m no 
exception. One of my most recent 
experiments has exceeded 
expectations and over the last few seasons  
earned a regular starting place  
on the team-sheet.

The wheel I’m reinventing this month is, yet 
again, the Kate Maclaren. If you were paying 
attention 18 months ago, you’ll recall my tweaked 
Kate Maclaren – a simple change of body hackle, 
from black to furnace does it for me. The overall 
style of the tying remains true to the original and 
therefore does its best work on the top dropper with 
occasional visits to the tail. The Kate Dabbler idea 

was simply a means of bringing the Kate colours  
to the middle dropper in the form of a slimline,  
hen-hackled Dabbler. I stuck with the furnace  
hackle that serves me so well on my Kate Maclaren 
variant, giving a lovely golden halo around the body 
and adding another complementary tone to the 
mallard wing and the golden-yellow tail. 

Apart from the mallard cloak, the main departure 
from the standard Kate dressing was the width of 
the rib. Usually medium or fine oval silver, I decided 
to opt for flat Mylar and really emphasise the silver 
element of the fly and strike a strong contrast with 
the black seal fur and the dark list of the furnace 

hackle. I like the middle dropper 
to catch the eye when I’m fishing 
wet-flies. Brash and flash can 
pay dividends in this often 
troublesome position, fetching  
a fish in from range, which will 
ultimately take the top or tail  
fly if they have second thoughts 
about the middle. I’m convinced 

this is partly the reason why, in terms of fish on the 
hook, the middle dropper appears to do less  
damage than its teammates. It’s a brave/foolish 
man who fiddles with the formation, changing  
the middle dropper when he’s catching plenty  
on the top and/or tail. 

As with all flies – but perhaps more so with 
middle droppers, and wet-flies in particular – 
confidence is everything and puts more fish in  
the net than any magic fly. Results with the Kate 
Dabbler have been tangible, accounting for big,  
wild browns on Malham Tarn, and rainbows on 
Stocks, Bewl and Blithfield. Its best work seems  
to be done close to the surface – floater or 
intermediate – but it has accounted for a couple  
of good Malham trout when fished on a Di3 in  
a good blow. As you would expect, good to poor  
light usually favours black and silver, but  
a ray of sunshine wouldn’t necessarily prompt  
me to make hasty changes.  

TYING TIPS
n  To achieve the straight golden pheasant tail fibres, 
simply strip the fibres from a large crest, level the tips, 
wet, and place on a flat surface for a few moments. 

n  A curved tail on a Dabbler doesn’t sit well with me, 
but if it does with you, then go right ahead – it’s just a 
personal thing.

n  The use of soft hen hackle helps get the fly down  
to fishing depth quickly. However, if you want to fish 
the Kate Dabbler as a top dropper, substitute the  
hen furnace for cock.

n  Keep the fly lean – don’t overdo the dubbing.  
Again, this will help get the fly down to the required  
depth quickly.
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Hook Fulling Mill 31531 (Black) or Kamasan B175  
Tail Golden pheasant topping, straightened  Rib Medium silver Mylar  

Body Black seal fur  Body hackle Furnace hen 
 Cloak and Throat Bronze mallard  Thread Black 


